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PerfectFit 95:
Open File Dialog -- Function and Issues

Defendant's

Exhibit

114
July 11,1995

This main purpose of this document is to provide a functional description of the Open Dialog for Storm. It lists function and behavior,
and most impOliant, a consensus of Open Dialog functionality. This document was necessary to alleviate difierences of opinion of how
this dialog would be implemented. Coding will occur from the infOllIlation provided by this document (this document supersedes the
User Requirements section ofthe Design Doucment). The format is a rough outline based on the current user interface design (the
tabbed version). Contact Joe Martel 2-7056 if you have any questions concerns. Eventually this document will be placed in the
FileSystem Spec document of Steve Giles.

History (recent at the top)
(tent. July 13, 1995. Updated doc with Resolution meeting items. final Doc)
-- July II, 1995. Resolution meeting
-- July 10, 1995. Sent out last pass COlmnents.
-- July 03, 1995. Sent out 2nd pass consolidation, Scheduled Resolution meeting.
-- June 30, 1995. Compile 2nd pass responses
-- June 28, 1995. Sent out I st pass consolidation
-- June 26, 1995. Compiled 1st pass responses from Lorrie, Bruce T, Joe, Grant, Heidi, Steve Giles.
-- .hme 15, 1995. Merged this with Jack's ftmctional document (Sans font) he delivered yesterday
-- June 14, 1995. Created this document to list issues and function from which to code.
-- June 12, 1995. Trying to understand the functionality of the dialog. In talking to Steve Giles, Jack, and Bruce difierent answers, some
brainstOllIl attempts and general lack of overall functional design occurs. Steve and Bruce do not have the time to provide a functional
spec. We need a functional description (document not verbal) to code II-om. Jack is willing to provide a skeleton for a high level
functional spec.
-- June 09, 1995. Tom C. Instructed all not to pursue the alternative design. This has already been decided and we will not pursue
anything other than the current design.
-- Junc 02, 1995. Jack Young called a mccting dcscrihing a proposal for thc dialog. Gary Gihh, Stcvc Giles, Brucc Ticjcn, ... attcndcd.
The meeting participants seemed interested in it and the group proceeded to evaluate and tweak its design. Druce brought up the
current proposal (tabbed dialog). Jack is going to pursue this through usability. It was also recommended that we have a base set of
scenarios (derived fi-om usability and CD teams) fi-om which we could judge the various proposals and the iterative adjustments to the
desib'll·

Scenarios
I. Open a file with a name I know. File:Open. [Dialog brought up.] Type the name in, hit retum. [The document should be opened into
thc app from which thc DIg was launchcd. Tfthc dialog is not associatcd with an app thc app associatcd with thc spccificd ohjcct would
be launched (DAD context)]
l.a. [If the document wasn't found, a message box indicates the problem as is currently done. No exit from Dlg.J Maintain current
functionality (ie flags)

2. Open a file with a name I "think" I know. As in 1, but I.a. is exercised because I didn't know the right name. Well I know that the
document is a WordPerfect document and I know part of the name or some content. I go to Find by Name or Content and want to limit
the search to *'wpd. (We saw a large number of users who know the type of document because they "live" in their apps, and want to
limit finding hy that typc of documcnt).

3. Open a file with a name I know, but I don't know where it is.

4. Open a file with content I know, but unknown name.
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Dialog Box
1. Sizing functions

a. Minimizable, Maximizable
b. Sizable

1. There is a set minimum size (not user modifiable) for the Dig and the tabs fit within this.
ii. The List (the main element of the dialog), grows or shrinks with the Dig size.

(1) Scroll bars are present as needed.
(2) The scroll bars do not get truncated.

111. Other elements, toolbar/status bar, may be truncated by the software, (not the user). Each
tab determines its minimum useful size. When it reaches that size, it no longer
continues to re-size its controls smaller, thus causing them to be truncated or not
visible.

IV. Sizing control at bottom corner.
2. Modal nature

a. If the Dig is invol<ed from an app, it The Dig is closed after the user hits Open or Cancel button. This is true of apps
like WP, QP, ... as well as for other apps like DAD. The Dig will not live after Open/Cancel. If the Open Dig is
invol<ed stand alone (ie not from a standard App; WP, QP, PR, ... ) it should change to mal<e Launohing the
assooiated app the default. (This is mentioned elsewhere) Jaol<: What is the differenoe betvveen a and b? Or
'Nhy are they the opposite of eaoh other?

b. The DIg may be launched by the app, and the DIg is not closed until the users hits Close or
Cancel. Tfthe user hits the Open button, the DIg will communicate (callback) to the app
the selected objects. This will handle QF's need to have an ever present Find DIg like
Explorer.

c. The calling app would close the Open DIg when if the calling app closes down while the DIg is
up.

3. Tabbed
a. There will be three tabs on the dialog.

i. Open
11. Find by Name
111. Find by Content

b. Stickiness of the Open Dialog tabs should be an App decided issue. When the Open Dialog is 'invoked' the App
must set which tab should be the default tab. If the App chooses not to specify a preference, by default they
get the Open tab.

1. The App will be able to Query the Open DIg to find the last tab the user was using.
11. The state for each tab is remembered (sticky) during the DIg session so If the user moves

between tabs the state of the tab does not change unless the user changes it and the
controls on that tab are preserved for that DIg instantiation. (The App may choose to
preserve these states for the life of the App, but it's the App's responsibility).

c. The tabs are independent of each other.
i. The controls (Look In... ) would not transfer from tab to tab.
11. The Preview setting would transfer from tab to tab since it set in the menu and should

affect all children (tabs).
iii. The tabs are independent. This means one tab's state does not affect the other and has no

knowledge of another tab. (This means if the user changes the "Look In" field in one tab
and then goes to another tab, the user's setting would not be reflected) Some menu items
affect how certain controls appear (like preview window) because those are global to the
DIg settings. Question Jack: Is it wise to make it so the Look In doesn't reflect the changes from tab to
tab? Should the Look In control be off the tabs so it only needs to be changed once? What is the users
intent? How can we best address it? (Joe: If we decide to change Look In to be global we should pull this
control off the tab and make to a child of the Dig not the tab.)

d. Proposed: There is no mechanism to add additional tabs by third parties. However, products
like SoftSolutions will be able to be visible via ODMA functionality. Jack: Can
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third parties add additional tabs?
4. Menu

a. File (changes depending upon what object is selected)
Open, New, Create Shortcut, Delete, Rename, Properties, Close. Sharing, Send To,

Print, and Open With, Printing of the Lists will be supported depending on the item selected and its
attributes.

b. Edit
Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste, Paste Special, Select All, Invert Selection ,Paste Shortcut

(depending on the item selected and container attributes.)

c. View
Toolbar, Status Bar, Large Icons, Small Icons, List, Details, Explorer View, Arrange

Icons, Line Up Icons, Refresh, Options. (Priority 2: Provide Sort Order menu item to
show how it is sorting [i.e. alphabetical, descending). Changing the sort order is
already supported). Jacl<: Arrange Icons in Win95 actually does a type of sort. Is that '",hat you're
saying is a priority 22

d. Preview
1. No Preview, Formatted, Contents, Information/Properties, Preview on Demand

e. QuickList
1. Add to QuickList, Edit/ModitY QuickList, QuickList Items, Print QuickList

f Latest
Latest includes both files and locations (directories) Default to 10 entries each. User (application) can

override the default number of files and default number of locations. Each is separately changeable.

g. Help
1. Help Topic, About OpenPerfect.
ii. Deena Tripp, x27442 Bldg E. will write the help file.
iii. Help file includes help on the QF component when it is available.
iv. The common error message for the Open dialogs such as "no viewer found/avail" documented in the help

section for OPEN PERFECT and then give the user options on how to resolve the error (installing the
viewers or ignore the message).

5. Status Bar
a. Located at the bottom of the dialog upon demand from the View menu. (Global, so affects all

tabs)
b. Shows Counts of items, sizes, dates, descriptive name, etc. (maintain currently functionality).
c Sort Order will be shown on Status bar

6. From a secondary mouse click support same as Explorer (ie: format, copydisk, etc. )
7. Sticky

a. The dialog does not remember what its state is in between invocations. It is up to the App to
remember and set state if it desires.

1. Parameters to Open have a default setting that is programmed. If a parameter is not
specified (null) by the App, the default is utilized. The default is not modifiable by the
App at run time, but it can be overridden.

(1) Controls that are parameter driven are: Look In, Type, Name, Name List, DIg Title,
Conversion list, latest list, Open button name, Open As Copy button name.

(a) The App already receives values from controls: Look In, Name, Ok button, Copy
Button is already passed back.

(b) Some controls can be queried since they may be modified (edited or chosen from a
list) by the user: Type.

11. Properties of the DIg are sticky. They consist of the Sort, Column Order, List Display
Mode, DIg Dimensions, Default Tab. The App can set and query these values. The
user can affect all of these values. These properties are sticky, they are preserved for
the life of the P Open DIg component, across instantiations ofthe DIg, and across P
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instantiations. This means these values are preserved forever until the user or App
changes them.

lll. Set Directory as Default is no longer available from the Open DIg. It may however, be
supported by the App by querying the DIg for the Lookln value and remembering this.

iv. The Network, rename & remove directory functions may be accessible depending on App and
Namespace control.

8. Recently MS has standardized it's Office apps on a Explorer-like Open Dig standard. The MS DLG has both good and
bad points. It doesn't appear to be more functional than our design and the UI is not necessarily better from initial
responses from developers. We will not worry about modifying our design in this respect

9. Drag and drop will be supported from the DIg to the desktop, and from view to view (like the
Explorer) .

10. The preview will be a simple child control of the DIg (Future, Priority 2. The preview will
support the capahility to he "torn off" of the Open Dialog and then it would he come a stand
alone viewer, no longer a part of the Open Dialog (ie. if the Open is closed down, the viewer
would remain). This provides the capability for the user to then size the view and scroll
through or search in the view, copy from the doc, etc. When the mouse is over the preview,
it might change to a hand, to indicate the capability of "tearing ojf" the view. When it is
torn oj]; another preview ofthe currently selectedfile appears in its place. Thus multiple
independent tear ojfviews might exist and supported by a separate process.) Question Jack
should we use Envoy technology for the viewer? When a document is saved Envoy would print to a place in the
doc file an image of the document In the open Dig the Preview would be the Envoy viewer. This would give
searching capabilities. It would also allow for easy "tearing off" for full window viewing. What do you think? Joe:
This seems independent of the Dig. If the viewer component utilizes Envoy we should handle without additional
work. Tearing off presents another set of issues like longevity beyond the Open Dig...

11. Much of the functionality specified for Save(As) would be the same as for Open.

a. Provide a control to select the save format.
12. Much of the functionality specified for Select Directory would be the same as for Open ..

iL

The name field has initial focus. If a single, valid filename is specified, the "enter key" opens or saves.

Look In
a. Will work the same as the Win95 control except for the following:

1. The path will be displayed (i.e., if you have a folder structure named "c:\work\project
I", the current control displays only "project I". The proposal is that it would display
as "c:\work\project I". This will give the user reference).

(1) If the entire path won't fit in the field truncate using existing functionality -- "Squash it"
The trail will show when the list is dropped. Currently when the down arrow on the list box is pressed the
top item in the list is the folder that is current In the perfect world the trail back to the drive will show (Le.

e: <--- This would be at the top of the list
e: \work

e:\work\files <---instead of this

Browse Tab
1.

2.

d:
e:
z:

b. Look In traversal will work like the standard Open Dig Lookln control.

3. Of Type Control
a. This control (as mentioned above) has values (a list) passed in as a parameter. If not specified,

the default will be shown. Reading the list of registered types from the system will be the default (the
registry - the set of possible values is determined by the Name Space - file system, GroupWise, etc). For the
file system, this list would change anytime a new file type was registered or unregistered The calling App has
control via both mechanisms (registry, parameter passed

b. If a filter is typed in the Name Control the Type Control changes to reflect the filter/type if its
unique, otherwise it may show *. *. Copy existing functionality of the Common Open DIg
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here.
4. Listview Control

a. The List Control is the same as the Win95 List Control, including the launching of
applications, with the noted exceptions below. There is always a Listview control.
Additionally, the user can specify that he/she also wants a Treeview, resulting in an
Explorer like view.

1. It can be changed to an Explorer type view by using the context menus, the View menu or
by dragging the left edge of the List box to the right. Dragging the divider in the
Explorer view to the left will change the view back to the list control.

11. Its width will change depending on the showing of the Preview Control. When the
Preview Control is set to No Preview the List Control takes up the full width of the
dialog

111. It is sticky for the DIg. Ifyou change it to a specific type of view, the next time you enter
the dialog the list will still have that type ofview (under App control).

iv. Traversing up the hierarchy can be accomplished via the LookTn "Up a Folder" icon or via
Treeview.

v. First letter Name search will function in the list as in Win95 (keystroke delay causes first
letter look up otherwise it does a full name search based on the sequence of characters
typed in rapid succession. 'Non't full name searoh Iil<e Q)fists in Win96 funotion?

vi. This split view (tree and list) will be accessible as a separate component.
b. Items in the list are selected by the conventional methods and may be subject to the App's

flags (i.e. an App may not allow multiple selections):
1. Mouse

(1) mouse only:

(a) Single
(b) Multiple item, Contiguous.

(2) key and mouse

(a) Multiple items, Contiguous

(b) Multiple items, Non-Contiguous.
11. Keyboard

(1) Single
(2) Multiple items, Contiguous
(3) Multiple items, Non-contiguous?

iii. With an item selected current non-obvious keyboard functionality (f8 =copy, f7 =move, Gel-=
EleIete, ins =create/new) will no longer be supported. We will however support Wing5 standard

keyboard functionality (i.e. cut, copy, paste: ctrl C,V,X... ) Question: Jack: Why not? What good does it
to Copy, Move, or Delete when nothing is selected? Are you removing all file management via the
keyboard? Lorrie: What is the "compelling" reason for lose of functionality for the keyboard user in this
release? Explorer's UI for File Management is far from User Friendly. Is cutting our current keyboard
user interface out really necessary? Many users of our Word Processor are KEYBOARD users to the
extreme. They despise the "rodent", their fingers never (or very seldom) leave the keyboard. Our
overall keyboard interface in "File Open" was enhanced considerably in 2.x SC right after our initial Beta
due to users suggestions and requirements. Bruce: In Wing5, the Shell has a "new" set of keyboard
commands to accomplish the same task - Ctrl C = copy to clipboard, Ctrl X = Cut to clipboard, Ctrl V =
Paste from Clipboard, Del = delete, and FilelNew creates a directory or file. Although it seems somewhat
un-natural, this extends the standard Windows clipboard keystrokes from Editing documents, etc. to the
file system. I don't know that MS did the best thing when they did this, but it is now the Wing5 standard.
(Copy is especially a problem because there is no apparent action. It needs to show some kind of action
to indicate that something happened) (By the way, I never knew about F8 & F7, or INS.. in our 16 bit
open - they certainly aren't obvious). Joe: loss of functionality may be realized by users who do
wildcard-type renames, though they can still accomplish this, perhaps more obviously in a drag and drog
metaphor.

c. Selecting an item in the list.
Places its' name or names in the Name control (maintain current functionality)

ii. Preview the doc if preview is up.
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lll. Places it's 'info' on the status bar,
(1) In single, places it's info there.
(2) Ifmultiple objects places number of objects and total size.
(3) If object contains a WordPerfect "Document Summary" that info is also placed on

status.
(4) Right mousing on the file entry itself would allow the same functionality we have now - Cut, copy, rename,

print, create shortcut, include all Explorer functionality, etc.
d. Pressing the backspace key while in the list control moves you back a level. Backspace while in the name control

does a backspace as expected.

e. The default view for this tab is the List View. It is sticky.
5. Name Control

a Proposal: Default text for this control: File Name. The text for this control will be a parameter
and under App control. (Future: address filelfolder paradigm naming issues as a priority 2.) JaGk: Can
this text ee moru#ee eY' the Galling Af3f3? l4#1at if it isn't a file name?

b. This is an editable field. It includes the file name and optional path. There is no 'history' combo box

(this functionality is accessible from the "Latest" menu. Jack: Question: Why no history? Why do you
have the path? Shouldn't it just be the name? Joe: Perhaps we should reexamine this decision. MS Office
makes use of this "reuse" control. If we do use this control, why should the "Latest" menu item survive? Colin:
2) I would rather see a pop-down list of recently opened files in under the combo box than have the list in a
menu (Latest). I argue that this is a better solution simply because it is a more commonly used solution to the
problem.

c. Maintain file encryption functionality. Don't allow actions that aren't allowed (viewing an encrypted file requires
password verification).

d. The name of a file can be typed. If a file exists that has that name, , the file is opened. Keep
current functionality.

e. A full path, name, and extension can be typed and the file will be opened. UNC and paths that
are too long are supported. Full path and filename with a terminating period overrides default extension
(those flags again)

f. If a value causes multiple files to be valid then those files are displayed in the list, from which
one may now be chosen to act upon. If just a name is typed and there are multiple files matching that
name (ie. "All Files and Folders (*.*)") but they have different extensions, then a dialog will come up explaining
that there are multiple files and to choose one from the list (same as the Common Open Dig). If no files were
hit, no action (open) is valid. (Priority 2: This does seem to work awkwardly in the Common Dig, perhaps we
can find a better way for this to work). Jael<: I just thought I would let you know that I don't like the 'Nay the
Gommon open 'Norl<s in this regard.

g. Multiple (contiguous and non-contiguous) selection will be possible, as is currently..
h. Dot dot (.. ) Would move back a folder. \\ would go to root. Also ".. \" supported. Three \\\

converted to \\ for (NDS). Netware: ... , .... , will be supported.

UNC's would be accepted and converted if necessary.
j. Standard ANSI extended chars will be supported if user does not have an international version.
k. Macro naming functionality will not be supported. This was utilized for naming of macros (i.e. ctrlc.wcm) and may

have greater problems co-existing with windows keyboard mapping (cut/copy/paste... ) (GonfliGts 'Nith Win95

usage (Gtrl a means select aiL.)). Question: JaGI<: ~Jot so. Ctrl A only vvorl<s vvhen I'm in the List. If I'm in
the Name field Ctrl A only beeps. Lorrie: What this means to the user is that they will no longer be able to type
control+shift+key (or control+key) while in the filename edit control for either saving or playing a macro. This
functionality is currently supported by a flag used only by the WP macro developers (to the best of my
knowledge). I do not like to see us lose functionality, however I'm not in a position to know if this is used
functionality by customers or just a good 01' carry over from the 5.x DOS days that is seldom used today. I
think we can afford to lose it, but....can we? Another point is since is it a flag only used by some (not global in
any way that I'm aware of) then that application developer can control it...so why lose functionality? Does
cutting this really buy us much? I realize that we need to make cuts to make our ship dates, but is this item
something we can afford to cut? I think it is, but....I'm not the expert. Scan non: I'm opposed to eliminating this
capability because it is an easy way for the user to get "single key" macros. The only other way is to go
through the keyboard editor, which makes it hardly worth the effort on his part. I can understand the need to
support the Wing5 standard usage of keys, and in those cases I believe the Wing5 definition should take
precedence. But we made it clear in the requirements meetings for the Open Dialog that we wanted this
feature preserved. It doesn't seem like it is that much work to do it (at least it wasn't in 16-bit code). Joe:
Having talked to Steve we realize that this suage is now somewhat archaic and potentially very confusing to
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users in the Wing5 environment. Currently we ship 2 such macros, one for FROM To in the equation editor,
and one for macro command inserter. Steve agreed we remove this functionality and if we get a lot of
heratache during beta, reconsider rmaifications of adding this back in.

6. Preview Control
a. At the right hand side of the dialog and just above the Cancel Button there would be a

Preview Control.
b. It could be turned off, show a preview of formatted text, show the contents of a document, or

display properties and information about the document.
c. The default would be preview contents..
d. It would look like a paper with a drop shadow behind it.
e. Right Clicking on the Preview would allow for expanding it to full screen or Opening the

document. Right mouse should also allow to display in hex, to copy to clipboard, to print,
to change display font, etc. (Maintaining current functionality.)

f. The image for the Formatted Preview could come from a bitmap image stored in the doc file,
the SCC viewers that are being modified to accomplish this task, or if a formatted view
was not available then a message in the place would say something like, "No Preview
Available for this

g Clicking on the preview when the Preview menu item is set for Preview on Demand would
preview the selected item. Moving to a different item would not clear the Preview.
Clicking on the preview would update the preview window with the selected item. (Priority 2 Provide an
indicator that the preview window is not in sync with the list. Maybe gray the frame, conten!, ... some UI that
says it's "dusty") Jacl<: 'Nouldn't this be confusing. Shouldn't moving to another item clear the ViO'N until it is
clicl<ed again?

h. If the user moved focus from the filename/object to preview, focus should stay in the
previewer until user moves it. The file name should remain highlighted, but not focused.
Must be able to move focus to and from preview using the keyboard. Name needs to

remain "king" especially when Saving.
The control has a label "Preview: Formatted", etc depending on the mode being previewed.

j. The Preview settings follow through on all tabs (because the menu is global)
k. The types of files previewed would be dependent on the Components installed by the user (application) and which

CV drivers were present CV drivers by default include ASCII, wp60/61 , envoy viewer and those specific to the
user's application.

First Entry in the list is NOT highlighted (for Preview). Jack: Why?
(Rationale. The original design specifies that on entry to the DIg the first file will be highlighted. This seems to
me to be a huge difference from the way Open works now. Does this not work? Is this a compelling change?
By highlighting the first file (something must be selected to view it), the user will have his focus changed from
a name to enter to the first file in the list. Right now if the user hits return at the Open Dig instantiation nothing
happens. In the first-entry-selected method, the user upon hitting return will open that file. Was it the users
intent to open the first file in the list? Furthermore, there may be a speed hit for "distant" files in remote
namespaces.)

m. View pane visible by default.
n. Maintain file encryption functionality. Don't allow actions that aren't allowed (viewing an encrypted file requires

password verification) Password verification is the apps responsibility. Question: Colin: 1) How do the apps
ask for a password, or are all password related functions up to the individual apps?

7. Open Button
a Push button that:

i. Opens a selected item
ih--GF-Launches a selected application. As for un registered file types, each name space would need to handle

the issues of selection of an application (the shell already handles this for the file system
If the user goes and opens a doc that may not l<no'N what app it belongs to (e.g. DAD open doing an
Open on *.txt) , the application associated 'Nith the file type in the registry is launched. If a doc has no
associated app, there is a standard system dialog that gets displayed, allO'.¥ing the user to select an app, or
define a new association f=or new association use groupwise or explorer functionality ("always use... "
check box.) The app would I<eep that association somev\lhere for future use And is under app control not
tJ'le...f.S.~ Or Launches the associated application. Each name space needs to handle determining
what the associated application is (the shell already handles this for the file system, using the registry &
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registered file types). For un-registered types (no associated application), the name space needs to
display a dialog allowing the user to select an app (or specify an association - whatever makes sense for
that Namespace), or define new associations (similar to the one used by GroupWise, or the
Explorer - include an "always use... " check box.) The Namespace would store this association
somewhere (probably the registry) for future use. (The idea here is different than that ())(pressed in the
arafI:. The App does not control (or know) the App<=>Type association, the namespaces does. The
Namespace is what decides what the associated App is, and how to launch it, therefore it must handle
un-registered types or new associations. This is the way the shell works, and all other namespaces need
to work the same way. (Joe: In the future, there may be the occasion where the App may want to make
the determination and under its control do some morphing of targeted data. Perhaps this info though could
be passed to the Namespace In Tapestry the concept of visualization applied to unchanging content may
utilize this type of implementation: A spreadsheet task (App) may visualize some data as a chart, or as a
spreadsheet)

iii. Enters a Folder or moves up a level by utilizing the Name field as a folder navigator (.. , \).
Jack: How does the Open Button move you up a level?

iv. Opens/launches the file specified by a complete path and name typed in the name control.

v. Sends a message to the associated app specifYing the item to be opened/launched.
vi. Dialog then closes down.

b. The default button.
c The text for the button is app specified as a parameter (with a default).
d. Stickiness of the DIg is specified above and is under app control.

8. Open As Copy
a. Push button that: (similar to Open Button above but)

i. Sends a message to the calling app or associated app that the item should be opened as
copy.

ii. Since the Open As Copy button title is under app control, it may change it and interpret
the button to mean what ever it likes (i.e. Macro on Disk... )

9. Cancel button
a. Push button that cancels the Open dialog and settings that the user made (functionality similar to

Open above).

b. Jack: Does it Cancel all changes? Makes it not sticky?
10 Mini-Toolbar Control (Common Open Dialog, 4 buttons) These buttons will not exist on the tool bar. This

also alleviates confusion to the user by making the view modes more local to the tab and not on a global tool bar.
a. Always on the dialog. Can not be removed.

b. Contains the following four buttons that exist on the common Open DIg.
i. Move Up A Level
11. New Folder
111. List View
iv. Detail View

11. Most of the intended File Management functions will exist via the menu, drag-drop.

Find by Name Tab

1. Look In Control (Same as Above)
2. Include Subfolders Control

a. Allows a Find to begin at the point indicated in the Look In control and include the subfolders
b. Include subfolders defaults to checked.
c. This does not carry over to other tabs. Each tab is independent

3. Type Control
a. This tab will NOT have a Type Control. This will only be available from Advanced Find.

4. Named Control
a. This field is used to enter the name ofthe file or item to search for.
b. Contains a history of name search criteria, which is not the same as the list maintained for the
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Name field at the bottom of the dialog. The last ten entries are stored in this list
c. This is an editable combo box
d. This field is blank. on entry.

5. List Control
a. The List Control is the same as the Win95 List Control, including the launching of

applications, with the following exceptions.
1. It can be changed to an Explorer type view by using the context menus, the View menu or

by dragging the left edge of the List box to the right. Dragging the divider in the
Explorer view to the left will change the view back to the list control.

11. Its width will change depending on the showing of the Preview Control. When the
Preview Control is set to No Preview the List Control takes up the full width of the
dialog.

111. It is sticky. Ifyou change it to a specific type ofview, the next time you enter the
dialog's tab the list will still have that type ofview.

b. Selecting an item in the list places its' name in the Name control (not the Named control). The
first item is not automatically selected. Jack: Which name control? Both name controls?

c. It will default to the detail view. It does not support tree view.
d. It will be empty when entering this tab until a Find is performed.

6. Name Control
a. Same as Above

7. Preview Control
a. Same as Above

8. Open Control
a. Same as Above
b. Not the default button when entering the Tab.
c. Becomes the default button after a successful Find.

9. Open As Copy
a. Same as Above

10. Cancel button
a. Same as Above

11. Mini-Toolbar Control
a. Same as Above

12. Find Now/Stop Button
a. Would begin a find using the default QuickFinder Index of the Area selected in the Look In,

modified by the Subfolder Control and any text or pattern in the Named Control. It
would Find only items whose name match.

b. Matches are put in the List Control as they are found.
c. When a Find is in progress the button title changes to Stop Finding. When it is pressed the

Find process ends and displays results to that point. For this time frame, there will not be a
"resume search" capability. This button is the Find button of the Find tab (we have dismissed the
advanced Find Dig when we do the Find there).

13. Reset Button. This resets ALL search criteria back to defaults (same as when the tab was
activated for the first time. Resets ALL search criteria of a Find (any changes to Look Tn,
SubFolders, or Named... ) to the launch state ofthis DIg's tab.

14. Advanced Find Button
a. Advanced Find will be implemented as another DIg that is brought up over the open DIg.
b. The user fills out the complex query. Once he hits the Find button, the advanced DIg exits
c. The results of the advanced DIg are communicated to the Open DIg Find tab. The results are

displayed in the Open DIg tab context as results are found.. If the user pressed Stop, they
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remain in the Open Dialog, NOT IN THE ADVANCED FIND DIALOG.
d. The result pane will change to show the advanced fInd information (similar to detail view).
e. The Open Dig Find tab screen will change to show as much of the query as possible in the

available controls. The user can alter only these parameters of the advanced find from the tab.
f. Since each tab is independent, EVERYTHING on the tab (and the hidden advanced settings)

is preserved when bouncing among tabs.

Find by Content Tab
Same as above except:

1. Containing word(s) Control
a. This is an editable combo box
b. When you enter this tab this field has nothing in it and it is selected.
c. This field is used to enter the content to search for.
d. The last ten content based queries entries are stored in this list.

2. Include other forms of the words check box
3. Preview Control.

a. Default view mode is Content.
b. The user can navigate and search..

Misc.
1. Logicals (These are important to Paradox...)

a. User can type in (use) logicals in the Name control.
b. The user can only create logicals in Regedit or the System Policy Editor. Question: Jack: Is

this going to meet the need of Paradox? Have you spoken with them?

c. Logicals may show up in the Quicklist if the user captures one.
d. Logicals are not otherwise visible, nor can they be chosen in the Dig. Regedit or the System

Policy Editor (if we ship one) will "see" logicals.
e. The expansion of a logical happens internally in the FS. The result of this expansion is seen

only by the user ifthe expansion results in one and only one tangible hit. (For example if
logical <gtype>=*bmp and *bmp is a registered type it would be selected in the Type field.)

f A new item "multiple hit" would show up if the expansion results in multiple hits for the
various control (LookTn, Type). (For example Tf<gtype>=*bmp;*wpg and both these are
registered types we cannot select both so the "Multiple Hit" item would be selected.) (In the
future: multiple item hits as well as specifying multiple item queries will be supported by
something like the Tapestry concept to allow multiple Namespaces, Type to be chosen within
the LookIn, Type controls)

g. For Save and Select Directory allow both single and multiple hits, depending on the app
2. Select Directory

a. Support Select Directory functionality by limiting to the Open Tab and only allowing selection
of directory functionality.

b. Explorer like view should be default.
3. Common Open Dialog

a. We will support Common Open Dialog functionality within our Open wrapper.
b. The installation default would be the PF Open Dialog. The user specifies to use the Common

Open Dig or the Novell PF Open Dialog at Custom installation. It cannot be changed
anywhere else.

4. Custom Installation must support choosing of the Open Dialog component.
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5. Display ofHidden System files will function as expected when set within WIN95 properties and
under Namespace control.

6. OLE automation issues for macro recording will be supported. Details are pending.
7. There will be a button (some Ul) to allow the users to: "Return Control to DMS". This would be

on the DIg only if ODMA is enabled. (This provides access to Softsolutions type of services)
8. Question: Rick The far east uses an Input Method Editor (IME) to compose far east characters. In the past this has

been implemented in the Windows Editor so that all the Windows Editor controls automatically had the IME support It
seems that this is changing and either going with the expanded Win95 edit control (one that handles WP characters) to
FRED (RTF edit control). If everyone uses the same Windows editor, which FRED is suppose to be, then each
APP/COM does not have to worry about the IME support. Otherwise, each APP/COM has to implement the IME entry.

9. Question: It has been proposed to give access to the Dig menu to Namespace providers. This way they may alter
the menu to suit their particular needs. One of the major users of this will be the QuickList function. Users of this
functionlality (apps) will be restricted to the types of modifications they may make to the menu to preserve the Open Dig
functionlality since it assumes certain layout of the menu.
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Open: Open. Sample dialogs only. Some of the items here do not match the Function Doc.
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Open: Find by Name Sample dialogs only Some of the items here do not match the Function Doc.

Open: Find by Content. Sample dialogs only Some of the items here do not match the Function Doc.
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Explorer

Novell Confidential

Bitmaps
Multi
Music
Random
Starter
Admodule.Els3
Adw30
Adw30
Adwfont
Aftardrk
BitmapsEldc
Ecologicas3
Editfil8
Install
Mesg_ad3
modul8s
Nonsense
PIElce
Shlobj.idl
Trouble

File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder
File Folder

lKB AS3 File
268KB Application
6~KB Help File

8KB Fontfile
1KB ConfigurBtion S8...

10KB ADC File
lKB AS3 File
1KB T8xt Docum8nt

16KB Help File
2KB WordPerfect Do .
1KB ConfigurBtion S8 .
1KB Text Document
1KB Text Document

25KB IDL File
56KB Help File

14

5/30/85218 PM
5/30/85218 PM
5/30/85218 PM
5/30/85218 PM
5/30/85218 PM
7/11/85850 AM
5/31/85 102~ AM
7/11/8~ 100 AM
7/18/84101 AM
6/21/852.08 PM
5/30/85220 PM
7/1 0/85 847 PM
7/11/84100AM
7/11/94300 AM
7/1 1/84100 AM
5/30/852.20 PM
7/11/84300 AM
10(31/84330 PM
6/22/851128 AM
7/1 1/84100 AM
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WingS Common Open
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